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Abstract—This paper presents a hybrid learning machine 

for human identification. It is a merger of eigenface with 

fisherface method, genetic fuzzy clustering and complex 

neural network. The non-linear aggregation based 

summation and radial basis function neural networks 

(NLA-SRBF NNs) are proposed as one of the functional 

component of the novel learning machine. The 

architecture of NLA-SRBF NNs incorporates hidden 

neurons, with summation and radial basis aggregation, 

and output neurons with only summation aggregation, 

along with complex resilient propagation (ČRPROP) 

learning procedure. The improved learning and speedy 

convergence of NLA-SRBF NN enables the hybrid 

machine to provide better recognition accuracy. The 

learning machine consists of feature extraction, 

unsupervised clustering and supervised classification 

module. The aim of our proposal is to enhance the 

performance of biometric based recognition system. The 

efficacy and potency of our hybrid learning machine 

demonstrated on three benchmark biometric datasets-

extended Cohn-Kanade, FERET and AR face datasets to 

comprehend the motivation. The performance 

comparisons of different variations of hidden neuron and 

learning algorithm thoroughly presented the superiority 

of the proposed NN based hybrid learning machine. 

 

Index Terms—Eigenface, fisherface, genetic fuzzy 

clustering, complex neural network, complex resilient 

propagation, biometric.  

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

In current scenario, when more or less all real life 

applications are biometric dependent for security reasons, 

the biometric based recognition system has expanded its 

immense magnitude. Over the years extensive attempts 

have been made in human recognition domain for the 

purpose of identification and authentication. Several 

recognition techniques in various areas have been 

proposed in past [1-4]. Among a range of techniques, 

neural network (NN) based methods hold considerable 

position due to efficient performance. NN with 

conventional neurons is widely used classifier in different 

domains. To improve the efficiency of conventional NNs 

broad attempts have been made to develop various 

neuron structures [5-12]. Though among them higher 

order neurons have evidenced to be most efficient but due 

to combinatorial outburst of terms they experience the 

curse of dimensionality specifically when they are 

implemented in complex domain. Work on the 

development of higher order neurons is growing 

continuously which contributed high performance in 

many classification models. In continuation to the above 

progression, this paper presents a higher order neuron 

called ČTROIKA with non-linear aggregation of 

summation and radial basis functions. We present a 

network built up on novel neurons and conventional 

neurons. The traditional neural network employs real 

back propagation (ŘBP) algorithm for learning which has 

foremost limitations of slow convergence and getting 

stuck into local minima. To surmount these limitations, 

some variations in basic error propagation procedure 

were suggested [13-15]. Although none of the suggested 

variations were capable to make significant improvement 

in convergence rate. Additional attempts in the direction 

of performance enhancement shifted the classifier from 

real domain to complex domain. The supremacy of 

complex NN has been observed in the recent past [11]. 

The complex back propagation (ČBP) reduces the 

probability of getting trapped in local minima and 

improves the convergence rate. With widespread efforts 

of researchers towards the performance advancement of 

recognizer, resilient propagation(RPROP) algorithm was 

developed [18] in an attempt to improve upon the BP 

algorithm. RPROP outperforms BP by providing faster 

training and better efficiency along with the advantage 

that RPROP does not require to specify any free 

parameter values such as the learning rate and an optional 

momentum term as opposed to BP. RPROP provides 

adequately faster convergence with employment of 

higher order neurons. This paper presents NLA-SRBF 

NNs which are based on modified ČRPROP learning 

algorithm along with novel neuron model ČTROIKA. 

This NN constitutes a classification module of the 
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proposed hybrid learning machine. Over the years, 

various researches have projected the significance of 

exploiting multiple computational intelligent techniques 

to develop a classification model which provides better 

recognition accuracy than conventional diminutive 

models. Various classification techniques in this sequence 

have brought forward by researchers [19, 20]. This paper 

presents a hybrid learning machine that comprises of 

statistical techniques incorporated with genetic fuzzy 

partitioning and proposed neural classifier. 

Rest of the paper is organized as: Section II presents 

related work. Section III elaborates the proposed hybrid 

learning machine. Section IV is devoted to the 

performance evaluation of the new learning machine 

along with the performance comparisons with other 

classifiers. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section V. 

 

II.  RELATED WORK 

Over the years various recognition methods have been 

proposed such as geometric feature based methods [1,2], 

template based methods [1], correlation based methods 

[1], support vector machine approach [1,3], NN based 

methods [1,4]. NN based recognition and classification 

techniques are widely applicable and therefore became 

the preferred area of researchers. NN with conventional 

neurons are not efficient to recognize the images acquired 

in real situations. To improve the efficiency of NNs broad 

attempts have been made to develop higher order neuron 

structures. These attempts contributes pi-sigma [5, 6], 

second order neurons [7], generalized neurons [8, 9] and 

other higher order neurons [10-12]. Among them higher 

order neurons have verified to be the most efficient 

Moreover, the conventional NN employs BP algorithm 

for training of the network. BP is less accurate with slow 

convergence rate and therefore not cope up with the 

images possessing wide variations in facial expressions, 

illumination conditions, emotions and pose. To improve 

the performance of BP, some variations in basic error 

propagation procedure were suggested like addition of 

momentum term [13], modified error function [14], and 

Quick Prop [15]. But none of these variations contribute 

significant improvement in BP. Further, BP provides 

improved results in complex domain [16, 17] but still 

needs an improvement. RPROP learning algorithm [18] 

has developed to additionally improve the training of the 

neural network which in turn provides better recognition 

accuracy. This local gradient based adaptation technique 

is dependent on the sign of partial derivative of error 

function on weight update rather than the size of the 

derivative. A variety of recognition methods with 

multiple machine intelligent techniques have been 

developed such as probabilistic neural network with 

adjustable fuzzy clustering [19], PCA-LDA with 

polynomial Radial Basis Function (RBF) neural network 

[20]. The aim of all such fusions is to enhance the 

performance of recognition system. This work presents a 

hybrid model which is an amalgamation of eigenface 

method, fisherface method, fuzzy distribution with 

evolutionary computation and proposed neural classifier. 

The proposed neural classifier is built up on proposed 

novel neurons, conventional neurons and ČRPROP 

learning algorithm. 

 

III.  HYBRID LEARNING MACHINE (HLM): THE PROPOSED 

RECOGNIZER 

This paper presents a hybrid learning machine which 

can perform face recognition with the proposed classifier. 

First, the eigenface method in combination with 

fisherfaces extract the features of database images. Each 

class is then represented by the average image which is 

obtained by calculating the mean of training images of 

the respective class. Input classes are clustered optimally 

by means of genetic fuzzy partitioning. The outcome of 

unsupervised clustering act as the input-output mapping 

for the classification segment. The novel classifier 

incorporates hidden layer which consists of proposed 

complex neurons ČTROIKA and output layer which 

consists of complex conventional neurons. The ČRPROP 

learning algorithm is employed to train the network. Then 

the trained network perform classification of test patterns. 

The aim of our learning machine is to improve the 

performance of biometric based identification and 

recognition system. The proposed learning machine 

includes following steps: 

 

 Feature extraction  

 Unsupervised Genetic Fuzzy Clustering 

 Supervised Classification through NLA-SRBF 

NNs  

A.  Feature extraction 

The performance of any image recognition system 

profoundly depends upon the choice of features of image 

to be processed. The first and foremost step of a 

recognition system is to pre-process the input images by 

extracting noteworthy features which are able to define 

the original image with all significant features. Eigenface 

paradigm [21,22] is one of the popular technique to mine 

such features which represents the image with reduced 

data which contains only representative information. 

Eigenfaces does not consider the classification aspect as 

it is based on optimal representation criterion. To 

improve the standalone classification performance of 

eigenfaces, it is further needed to combine with some 

discrimination criterion. Discriminant eigenface paradigm 

[22] is widely used discrimination criterion which 

overcomes the limitations of eigenfaces while retaining 

the idea of projection from high dimensional feature 

space to extensively lower dimensional feature space. To 

extract the desired features of input dataset, eigenface 

pursued by fisherface method is used in our proposal. Let 

an a a  image is represented as a linear vector Ii of size 
2a . Let P be the total number of images in the dataset 

and Q be the number of input classes with s images in 

each class. 
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B.  Unsupervised Genetic Fuzzy Clustering  

This is the intermediate step of the proposed learning 

machine in order to get the desired output for supervised 

classification. Once dataset images in lower dimensional 

feature space are obtained, average image of each class is 

calculated for training by considering q (q<s) images of 

each class. Let X be the feature vector of average images 

of Q  input classes and U be the fuzzy distribution of Q 

classes among C clusters which is obtained by fuzzy-c-

means clustering algorithm. The impartial product of 

fuzzy algorithm is not sufficient to obtain the optimal 

distribution. 

Algorithm for feature extraction  

1. Accumulate the database images in a matrix I  2( )a P  and find 

the adjusted data matrix,
meanI I     

2. Determine the covariance matrix, T     where T  is the 

transpose of   . The dimensions of   will  be 2 2a a . 

3. Compute the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of  . 

4.Select v eigenvectors 
1 2{ , ,..., }vF F F F corresponding to v 

largest eigenvalues.  

5. Eigenface based features G can be obtained by projecting    

onto Eigenface space F, TG F   . 

6. Since G does not contain any class discrimination information 

but only reduces dimensions, apply the Fisherface method  to 

1 2{ , ,..., }PG G G G in order to find an optimal subspace for 

classification. 

7. Determine between-class scatter matrix and within-class scatter 

matrix[22] respectively as:   

1 1 1

T
Q s s

i i

bet j mean j mean

i j j

S s G s G G s G
  

      
          

         
   and

   
1 1

TQ s
i i

wthn j j j j

i j

S G G s G G s
 

      
     

8. Determine the optimal subspace H by selecting the generalized 

eigenvectors corresponding to the 1Q  largest generalized 

eigenvalues 
i  by solving 

bet i i wthn iS G S G   

where 1,2,..., 1i Q  . 

9.Discriminant eigenface based features D can be obtained by 

projecting eigenfaces G onto optimal subspace H, TD H G  . 

Matrix D (size ( 1)P Q  ) represents the database images in the 

desired lower dimensional feature space. 

 

The reason behind is for the same dataset it gives 

dissimilar partitions in different runs. In order to obtain 

the optimized partition, the above obtained partitions are 

processed based on the criteria of survival of the fittest 

[23], and the partition with highest fitness value [24] 

return the optimized one. This distribution will act as 

initial fuzzy partition for the next generation. The process 

continues till the difference of two consecutive 

generations is less than or equal to pre-defined threshold 

ρ. The required optimal distribution is the partition of the 

last generation which further go through defuzzification. 

Let Ω be the maximum number of classes that are 

allowed to be in a cluster. The cluster allocation matrix 

(size C ) is the desired output for the classifier which 

is trained accordingly to classify the test images.  

 

Algorithm for unsupervised clustering  

1. Calculate the mean vector for all Q classes using q training 

images of each class from matrix D as: 
1

1 q

j kj

k

x x
q 

 
  

 
 , where 

1 j Q    and  the array of average image of input classes is given 

as  1 2, ,..., QX x x x . 

2. Initialize g=1; repeat for g generations until ( 1)g gU U     

(for g>1) 

     i. repeat for run=1:r 
 (a) For g=1, initialize fuzzy partition matrix U   of  size 

C Q . The initial population 
ijU u    is randomly 

initialized  such that  0,1iju  , where 1 i C   and 

1 j Q  .   

 (b) Update U  by recursively minimizing the    

 objective function 
1 1

QC

ij ij

i j

J u




 

 which  includes 

 the update process of membership  function 

and cluster centers respectively as   

2

1

1

C

ij ij kj

k

u  






  and 

1 1

Q Q

i ij j ij

j j

c u x u

 

 

   

 

where 

1

1

1

Q

ij jp ip

p

x c












 
  
 
 is the  distance of jth

 

class from ith cluster, [1, )    is  the generalization 

parameter, 1 i C   , 1 j Q   and (1, )     is 

fuzzifier.    

 (c)Terminate the loop if ( 1)( , ) ( , )t tJ u c J u c     

 for t > 1, where t reflects iteration and ϑ is pre-    
defined  threshold. 

 (d) Save U for the current run.  

 (e) run=run+1; 
     ii. Find the fitness value for r obtained 

 partitions (0) (1) ( ), ,..., rU U U  by using   following 

fitness  function[24]: 

min

1 1

£
QC

ij

i j

Q d

u d

 





where  

2

1 1

QC

j i

i j

d x c
 

   

     iii.  Select the population with the highest fitness 
 value from step 2(ii).  

     iv.  Now the above obtained partition will act as  initial 

 population for the next generation,  g=g+1. 
3. The fuzzy distribution obtained for the last generation is  

referred to as optimal fuzzy distribution ( )optU . 

4. Now defuzzify the ( )optU  to obtain the cluster allocation matrix 

(  ) of size C . In ( )optU , we arrange all the classes in a cluster 

according to the degree of membership in descending order and 

obtain   by selecting top membership rank elements equal to Ω, 

( ) (1: ,1: )optU C    where Q .
 

C.  Supervised Classification through NLA-SRBF NNs  

The proposed classifier learn the inputs according to 

the cluster allocation matrix   obtained from the 

unsupervised genetic fuzzy partitioning. In this paper, 

conventional neuron means the neuron with only 

summation aggregation and is referred to as Multi Layer 

Perceptron (MLP). MLP based network refers to the 

network which consists of conventional neurons both in 
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its hidden as well as output layer. The proposed NLA-

SRBF NN refers to the network which consists of novel 

ČTROIKA neurons in the hidden layer and complex 

conventional neurons in the output layer with the 

employment of ČRPROP learning algorithm. ČTROIKA 

is proposed as a neuron with summation and radial basis 

aggregation functions along with their compensatory 

product. The novelty in the aggregation function of the 

proposed neuron is to take advantage of the virtues of 

perceptron and radial basis processing. The sub-functions 

summation and radial basis are integrated non linearly 

( ) in the desired proportion ( :  ) in the proposed 

neuron model. The imprecision involved is taken care by 

the compensatory parameters   and    which lay down 

the summation and radial basis contributions respectively.
 

a.  Learning rules for ČTROIKA based classifier ( NLA-

SRBF NN )  

This subsection presents the weight update equations 

of the proposed classifier for both ČBP and ČRPROP 

learning algorithms. A multilayer network NLA-SRBF is 

build with new neuron model and conventional neurons. 

Such a network is associated to each cluster. Consider a 

frequently used three layer structure {L-M-N}(C) where 

first layer has L=Q-1 inputs, second layer has M 

proposed complex neurons ČTROIKA, third layer consists 

of N=Ω complex conventional neurons and C is number 

of clusters which reflect the number of associated 

networks. Complex proposed neuron ČTROIKA is 

computational efficient which ensures improved 

convergence speed and prediction precision of the 

proposed complex neural classifier. Here, all inputs and 

weights are considered to be complex numbers. An 

imaginary component of complex is added to the mean 

feature vector (X) of input classes which is considered to 

be the training set for this classifier. Thus, the training 

patterns are complex-valued where the imaginary part is 

negligible in comparison to the real counterpart. The 

complex input for the complex-valued network is 

.001X X i   , where i is an imaginary unity. 

Conventionally, lmw represents the weight from l
th

 neuron 

to m
th

 neuron. Let input vector be  , ,...
1 2

Z z z z
L

 , 

 , ,...,
1 2

S S S SW w w w
m m m Lm
   be the weights from inputs 

to the summation part of m
th

  proposed complex neuron 

and  , ,...,
1 2

rb rb rb rbW w w w
m m m Lm
  be the weights 

from inputs to the radial basis part of m
th

  neuron. Let 

 , ,...,
0 01 02 0

W w w w
M

  be the bias weight vector and 

1 .001
0

z i
m

    be the bias input for M complex 

ČTROIKA neurons in the hidden layer. 

Let  , ,...,
1 2

W w w w
n n n Mn
  be the weight vector of 

hidden neurons to n
th

 output 

neuron,  , ,...,
0 01 02 0

B b b b
N

  be the bias weight 

vector and 1 .001
0

z i
n

     be the bias input for N 

complex conventional neurons in the output layer. If 

1h y h y h y     , then the proposed ČTROIKA 

neuron is defined 

as
2

expS T rbY f W Z Z W 
  
       

   
  

 where 

f


 is complex-valued non-linear activation function 

whose derivative is represented as 'f


 and 

   
2 †

rb rb rbZ W Z W Z W     . Here, 

superscripts †  and T represents the complex conjugate 

and transpose respectively,   and    represents the real 

and imaginary components of complex correspondingly. 

Let ( ) ( )m m mV V i V    be the net potential of m
th

  

ČTROIKA neuron in hidden layer, then by the definition 

of operation: 

 

0 0 1 2 1 2
V w z V V V V

m m m m m m m
     

where 
1

S TV W Z
m m m


 

and 
2

exp
2

rbV Z W
m m m


 

   
 
 

 

 
The output of m

th
  ČTROIKA  neuron  can be expressed 

as ( ) ( ) ( )Y f V Y i Y
n n n n

  


. The net potential and 

output of n
th

 complex conventional neuron in output layer 

respectively can be given by: 

 

( ) ( )V V i V
n n n

   

0 0
1

M
V w Y b z

n mn m n n
m

 


 

and ( ) ( ) ( )Y f V Y i Y
n n n n

  


 

 

Let Yd 
be the desired output, then the error at n

th
  output 

neuron can be computed as: 

   e e i e Y Y
n n n dn n

    . The complex-valued 

cost function (MSE) can be given 

by:
1 1† 2 2( ( )) ( ( ))
2 21 1

N N
E e e e e

n n n n
n n

     
   

 

The updated weights can be obtained as: 

    (1 )t t t
w w w


  , where  t is iteration. 

 

For ČBP algorithm  

 

)

( ) )

(

(

E Et
w i

w w




  
     

  
 

where 0 1 
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For ČRPROP Algorithm 

Let the increase(  ) and decrease(  ) factors are 

defined as 0 1.2       , the step size is initialized 

as 
0 0.1  .  

Let 
( 1) ( 1)

0
( ) ( )

E t E t

w w

   
 

 
for 1t  , 

( ) ( )
max max max

        , 
 

( ) ( )
min min min

      where 
max

  and 
min

  

are maximum and minimum step size respectively.  

There are 3 cases for weight update: 

 

case1:  if 

( 1) ( 1) ( ) ( )
0

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

E t E t E t E t
i i

w w w w 

        
        

      
  then 

 )( ( ) ( )
( ( )) ( ( ))

( ) ( )

t E t E t
w sign i t i t

w w




  
           

  
 where  

max( ( )) min( ( ( 1)) , ( ))t t          and 

max( ( )) min( ( ( 1)) , ( ))t t          

 

case2: if 
( 1) ( 1) ( ) ( )

0
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

E t E t E t E t
i i

w w w w 

        
        

      
 

then  

 )( ( ) ( )
( ( )) ( ( ))

( ) ( )

t E t E t
w sign i t i t

w w




  
           

  
where 

min( ( )) max( ( ( 1)) , ( ))t t           

and
min( ( )) max( ( ( 1)) , ( ))t t          

if ( ( ) ( 1))E t E t  then 
    1)(1t t tw w w
    and 

( )
0

E t

w





  

 

case3: if 

( 1) ( 1) ( ) ( )
0

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

E t E t E t E t
i i

w w w w 

        
        

      
 then  

 
( ) ( ))

( ( )) ( ( ))
(

(

) ( )

E t E tt
w sign i t i t

w w




  
           

  
 

where 0( ( )) ( ( ))t t     
. 

 

For the above learning algorithms viz. ČBP and 

ČRPROP, let
( ) ( )

( ) ( )

E t E t
i A

w w

 
  

 
. The value of A for 

various learning parameters is as follows: 

For w w
mn

 ,  

 

    †
))'( ( '( ( ))A Y e V i e V

m n n
f

n
f

n
   

 
 

 

For
0

w b
n

 ,  

    †
))'( ( '( ( ))

0
A z f fe V i e V

n n n n n
 

 
   

For Sw w
lm

 , 
† † †

1
2

A z V K
l m m m
    

 
 

For rbw w
lm


, 

 

  
       
       

22 exp ?

( ) 1 (V )  
1 1

( ) 1 (V )
1 1

rb rbZ W z w
m l lm

K VA
m m m m m

K V
m m m m m

  

  





     
 
 
        
  
    
   

 

 

For w
m
 ,  

† †
1

2
S TA W Z V K

m m m
   
 

 

 

For w
m

 , 
2 †

exp 1
1

rbA Z W V K
m m m

          

 

For
0

w w
m

 , 
†

0
A Z K

m m
  

where  

 

    
      

      

'

'

'1 ξ ξ ξ

e f V wN n n mn
K f V

m m
n e f V w

n n mn

   
 

      
 











 

 

and  

 

    
      

      

'ξ ξ
'ξ ξ

'1 ξ

e f V wN n n mn
K f V

m m
n e f V w

n n mn

 
 

    
   








 

 

Weights update take place recursively till the network 

is trained according to desired output and the optimized 

cost is conquered. This trained NN is further used to 

classify the test patterns. 

b.  Recognition/Classification 

Trained networks classify the test patterns by using the 

function Max of Max of the outputs of each associated 

neural NN. For every input test pattern, we have obtained 

the C  output matrix. Let ( )k iO NN  be the maximum 

output of i
th

 associated network for k
th

 test image and α be 

the column index corresponding to ( )k iO NN  . Cluster C 

is acquired corresponding to  1 ( )C

i k iMax O NN . The 

resulting class R of a test pattern can be identified from 

cluster allocation matrix by using the obtained values of 

C and α . For every input pattern, the truthfulness of 

    , 0&& ,mod k Q R mod k Q  
  condition confirms 

the acceptance of k
th

  test pattern, where Q  is the number 

of classes to be tested.  
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Algorithm for supervised classification  

1. Train the network for .001X X i    inputs, for which 

input-output mapping is known in the form of  , according to 

the learning rules presented in section III(C(a)). 

2. Test set is fetched from .001D D i   , which is then 

classified by the trained network as explained in section 

III(C(b)). 

 

IV.  EVALUATION OF NEW LEARNING MACHINE  

In order to assess the potency and efficacy of the 

proposed hybrid learning machine, the performance 

evaluation has been carried out on three benchmark face 

datasets viz. extended Cohn-Kanade dataset [25], FERET 

face dataset [26] and AR face dataset [27]. Standard 

biometric measures, prediction accuracy, FAR( False 

acceptance rate) and FRR (False rejection rate), number 

of learning cycles (with the assumption that time taken by 

one learning cycle is unity) are considered for 

performance estimation. The cross-validation is 

performed on the considered datasets and the results are 

averaged over. For testing of a class, an input image of 

same class is considered as a positive case whereas 

images of other classes are considered as negative case. 

The performance of the proposed machine is accounted 

for the following eight combinations of hidden neuron 

and learning procedure: (i) ŘMLP with ŘBP (ii) 

ŘTROIKA with ŘBP (iii) ŘMLP with ŘRPROP (iv) 

ŘTROIKA with ŘRPROP (v) ČMLP with ČBP (vi) 

ČTROIKA with ČBP (vii) ČMLP with ČRPROP (viii) 

ČTROIKA with ČRPROP. It is worth mentioning here 

that output neurons in all the classifiers are complex 

conventional neurons. The computational supremacy and 

generalization skill for all the above mentioned classifiers 

have been compared in terms of number of learning 

cycles, training and testing errors, recognition rates, FAR, 

FRR and network topology with respect to number of 

hidden neurons. 

A.  Performance with Extended Cohn-Kanade Dataset 

The extended version of Cohn-Kanade (CK+) dataset 

is used to evaluate the performance of the proposed 

learning machine where we considered 1230 face images 

of 123 subjects. All images are of same size with bright 

homogenous background along with wide variations in 

expression and emotion. Few example images are shown 

in Fig.1. Here, 4 images per subject are considered for 

training and 6 images per subject are used for testing. 

Thus, 492 images constitutes the training set and 738 

images make up the test set. 

 

 

Fig.1. Example images from CK+ face dataset 

The learning graphs of considered dataset with 

different hidden neuron and learning algorithm are shown 

in Fig.2. It is clearly visible from the plots that ČTROIKA 

with ČRPROP gives the fastest convergence among all 

classifiers. The local minima crisis in real domain can 

also be observed from the corresponding graphs in Fig.2 

whereas with complex-valued neural network this 

problem get trounced. The simulation results for this 

database with different classifiers are presented in Table1 

which reflects the best plausible results obtained for 

various classifiers. From extensive simulations on this 

dataset following inferences can be made: 

 

 Proposed neuron ČTROIKA with ČRPROP gives 

the best results in terms of convergence, number 

of learning cycles, recognition rate, FAR, FRR, 

training and testing errors. 

 ČTROIKA with ČRPROP outperforms ČMLP with 

ČRPROP significantly in terms of network 

topology and the similar outcome is well-founded 

for real domain as well. 

 ČTROIKA with ČBP perform considerably well 

than ČMLP with ČBP in terms of network 

topology and learning cycles and the identical 

upshot is applicable for real domain. 

 

 

Fig.2. Learning Graphs in CK+ face dataset with different hidden 

neuron and learning algorithm 

 

Fig.3. Recognition rate vs number of hidden neurons for different 
hidden neuron and learning algorithm in CK+ face dataset
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Fig.4. Recognition rate vs number of clusters for different hidden 
neuron and learning algorithm in CK+ face dataset 

 

Fig.5. Recognition rate vs maximum cluster members for different 
hidden  neuron and learning algorithm in CK+ face dataset 

From Table1 it is evidenced that ČTROIKA is superior 

than ČMLP and ŘTROIKA is an improvement over 

ŘMLP. It is also evidenced that RPROP gives enhanced 

performance over BP both in real and complex domain. 

Complex domain results are superior than that of real 

domain both for RPROP and BP. In order to observe the 

effect of number of hidden neurons on the recognition 

accuracy for different classifiers, the comparative 

performance is given in Fig.3. The curves shows the 

similar nature for all the considered classifiers but with 

different number of hidden neurons. Fig.3 shows the plots 

for different classifiers where it is observed that accuracy 

increases with increase in number of hidden neurons but 

up to a certain number beyond which there is no further 

improvement in the recognition rate. Least number of 

hidden neurons are required for the proposed neuron 

ČTROIKA with ČRPROP learning based classifier which 

results in reduced computations and compact network 

topology. It is observed that for the same learning 

algorithm, ČTROIKA based classifier perform well with 

lesser number of hidden neurons while ČMLP based 

classifier requires adequately larger number of hidden 

neurons to achieve the nearly same accuracy. The above 

statement is factual for real domain also. The variation 

effect of number of clusters on the recognition rate is 

depicted in Fig.4 which again demonstrate the 

outperformance of ČTROIKA with ČRPROP over other 

classifiers. The behaviour of the curve for different 

neuron and learning algorithm imitates that recognition 

precision increases with increase in number of clusters up 

to some extent however no enhancement in accuracy is 

observed afterwards. Fig.5 presents the accuracy 

variations captured for maximum cluster members where 

it is observed that performance is almost directly 

proportional to the maximum cluster members up to some 

degree but no improvement is recorded later. The 

proposed classifier with ČTROIKA and ČRPROP again 

gives the best performance with respect to other 

combinations of neuron and learning algorithm. 

Table 1. Comparisons of training and testing  performance for CK+  Dataset with different hidden neuron and learning  algorithm 

Hidden 

Neuron  
ŘMLP ŘTROIKA ČMLP ČTROIKA 

Algorithm ŘBP ŘRPROP ŘBP ŘRPROP ČBP ČRPROP ČBP ČRPROP 

Network 
{122-15-11} 

(12) 

{122-15-10} 

(12) 

{122-6-11} 

(10) 

{122-6-10} 

(10) 

{122-10-11} 

(10) 

{122-10-10} 

(10) 

{122-4-10} 

(10) 

{122-4-10} 

(10) 

MSE .087762 .03335 .01368 .00566 .00862 .00099 .00186 .00062 

Learning 
cycles 

23000 9000 14000 6000 8000 3500 5500 2000 

FAR 0.058 0.050 0.047 0.040 0.047 0.036 0.026 0.021 

FRR 0.22 0.19 0.21 0.17 0.19 0.17 0.18 0.16 

Accuracy 94.9% 96.5% 95.6% 97.2% 96.1% 98.7% 97.9% 99.6% 

 

B.  Performance with FERET Face Dataset 

FERET is one of the largest publicly available database 

which contains face images of 1208 subjects. We 

consider a subset of 120 subjects with 1200 images to 

evaluate the performance of the proposed learning 

machine. 480 images are considered for training and 720 

images are engaged in testing. Images in the database 

possesses pose variations. As an example some random 

images are shown in Fig.6. The proposed learning 

machine copes well with the pose variation problem and 

gives accuracy of 99.98 % in the presence of pose 

variations. Fig.7 presents the plots of learning for this 

dataset with different combination of hidden neuron and 

learning algorithm.  
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Fig.6. Example images from FERET face dataset  

Among different combinations, the superiority of 

ČTROIKA with ČRPROP again demonstrated in this 

experiment as this classifier optimize the error faster than 

all other considered networks. The best obtained test 

results for FERET dataset with different classifiers are 

revealed in Table 2. 

 

Fig.7. Learning Graphs in FERET face dataset with different hidden 
neuron and learning algorithm 

Table 2. Comparisons Of Training And Testing Performance For FERET Face Dataset With Different Hidden Neuron And Learning Algorithm 

Hidden 

Neuron 
ŘMLP ŘTROIKA ČMLP ČTROIKA 

Algorithm ŘBP ŘRPROP ŘBP ŘRPROP ČBP ČRPROP ČBP ČRPROP 

Network 
{119-14-18} 

(12) 

{119-14-18}  

(12) 

{119-5-15} 

 (12) 

{119-5-15} 

 (12) 

{119-10-16}  

(12) 

{119-10-16}  

(12) 

{119-3-14} 

 (12) 

{119-3-14} 

 (12) 

MSE .07853 .04102 .01525 .00598 .00792 .00101 .00169 .00058 

Learning 

cycles 
20000 8500 12000 6000 7500 4500 5000 1800 

FAR 0.47 0.33 0.31 0.19 0.27 0.25 0.26 0.18 

FRR 0.32 0.29 0.23 0.27 0.29 0.27 0.25 0.20 

Accuracy 94.4% 95.3% 95.92% 97.9% 96.7% 99.2% 97.5% 99.98% 

 

 

Fig.8. Recognition rate vs number of hidden neurons for different 
hidden neuron and learning algorithm in FERET face dataset 

 

Fig.9. Recognition rate vs number of clusters for different hidden 
neuron and learning algorithm in FERET face dataset 
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Different performance measures evidently exhibit that 

the projected hybrid learning machine in complex domain 

offers enhanced performance in all respects. Classifiers 

based on ČTROIKA and ŘTROIKA neuron gives 

effectively improved prediction accuracy with compact 

network topology in much less number of training cycles 

as compared to ČMLP and ŘMLP respectively. 

 

 

Fig.10. Recognition rate vs maximum cluster members for different 
hidden neuron and learning algorithm in FERET face dataset 

The recognition accuracy with respect to number of 

hidden neurons for different classifiers are given in Fig.8. 

For every permutation, the maximum rate occurs at 

different number of hidden neurons and beyond that 

value the rate becomes nearly constant with no 

performance enhancement. The proposed classifier 

achieves best accuracy among all with sufficiently fewer 

number of hidden neurons than others which again 

demonstrate the effectiveness of ČTROIKA based 

network with ČRPROP training algorithm. It can be 

observed from Fig.8 that ČTROIKA and ŘTROIKA based 

classifiers gives enhanced performance with much less 

number of hidden neurons as compared to ČMLP and 

ŘMLP respectively for the same training procedure. Fig.9 

presents the impact of number of clusters on the 

recognition accuracy where it can be examined that rate 

goes on increasing with number of clusters up to some 

level but degrades later. In this dataset, with the same 

number of clusters, ČTROIKA with ČRPROP gives the 

best performance among other classifiers. Fig.10 shows 

the accuracy precision with regard to maximum cluster 

members for dissimilar neuron and learning algorithm. 

The behavior of the curves disclose that up to some 

extent the value of maximum number of classes allowed 

in a cluster enhances the performance, but degrades 

subsequently. ČTROIKA and ŘTROIKA based classifier 

performs better than their MLP counterparts respectively. 

C.  Performance with AR Face Dataset  

This dataset consists of face images of 126 individuals 

with more than 4000 color images. The images are 

acquired in two sessions separated by two weeks. In this 

face dataset, images are with major distinctions including 

illumination conditions, expressions and facial 

concealment. A subset of 1400 images of 100 individuals 

with different facial expressions and illumination is 

considered for measuring the performance of the 

proposed learning machine. 700 images from session 1 

are used to train the system while 700 images from 

session 2 are used for testing. Fig.11 shows the example 

images having variations in expressions and illumination. 

 

 

Fig.11. Example images from AR face dataset 

 

Fig.12. Learning Graphs in AR face dataset with different hidden 

neuron and learning algorithm 

 

Fig.13. Recognition rate vs number of hidden neurons for different 
hidden neuron and learning algorithm in AR face dataset 

Fig.12 illustrates the comparative performance on the 

basis of learning graphs for AR dataset with different 

permutations of hidden neuron and learning procedure. 

The dominance of the proposed combination of 

ČTROIKA with ČRPROP once again evidenced on the 

basis of fastest convergence among all. The best 

performance results of all considered variations of 

classifiers for this dataset are presented in Table 3. The 

supremacy of the proposed ČTROIKA neuron again 

exposed as the corresponding classifier realized the better 
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accuracy with smaller network topology in adequately 

less learning cycles as compared to ČMLP for the 

common learning algorithm. 

 

 

Fig.14. Recognition rate vs number of clusters for different hidden 
neuron and learning algorithm in AR face dataset 

 

Fig.15.Recognition rate vs maximum cluster members for different 
hidden neuron and learning algorithm in AR face dataset 

All together, the aforesaid assertion is over and above 

applicable to real domain. The noteworthy feature of 

Table 3 is that the proposed classifier requires least 

training cycles with superior recognition rate. The value 

of FAR is observed quite low in ČTROIKA based 

classifier which makes the system more effective 

specifically in real life situations. The analysis of 

different classifiers as a function of number of hidden 

neurons is presented in Fig.13. It is obtained from the 

respective curves of different classifiers that ČTROIKA 

with ČRPROP is the best performing classifier which 

outperforms over all other methods. ČTROIKA and 

ŘTROIKA based classifier performs significantly better 

when we consider lesser number of hidden neurons than 

ČMLP and ŘMLP based classifier respectively. The 

accuracy goes on increasing with number of hidden 

neurons but up to some extent, moreover it starts 

degrading later with further increase in number of hidden 

neurons. The performance comparisons with different 

hidden neuron and learning algorithm are presented in 

Fig.14 in order to monitor the recognition rate with 

respect to number of clusters. It is again observed that 

recognition rate with the proposed combination 

ČTROIKA with ČRPROP is better than any other 

considered classifier.  With the increase in clusters, 

performance raises initially although it becomes nearly 

constant with no further improvement with more increase 

in clusters after some extent. One can examine the effect 

of variation in maximum cluster members on the 

accuracy precision of the proposed algorithm from Fig.15. 

The curves follow more or less similar manner for all the 

classifiers. ČTROIKA with ČRPROP gained best 

accuracy among all which again illustrate the supremacy 

of the proposed classifier. Up to some extent recognition 

rate increases but no enhancement is noticed later with 

further increase in number.  

Table 3. Comparisons of training and testing  performance for AR Face Dataset with different hidden neuron and learning algorithm 

Hidden 

Neuron  
ŘMLP ŘTROIKA ČMLP ČTROIKA 

Algorithm ŘBP ŘRPROP ŘBP ŘRPROP ČBP ČRPROP ČBP ČRPROP 

Network 
{99-14-20} 

(12) 

{99-14-20} 

(12) 

{99-5-14} 

(11) 

{99-5-14} 

(11) 

{99-12-16} 

(10) 

{99-12-16} 

(10) 

{99-4-12} 

(10) 

{99-4-12} 

(10) 

MSE .09335 .03996 .01689 .00642 .00935 .000114 .00278 .00077 

Learning 
cycles 

24000 10000 15000 7000 8000 5500 6500 2100 

FAR 0.48 0.38 0.33 0.30 0.29 0.22 0.23 0.21 

FRR 0.66 0.42 0.46 0.41 0.38 0.27 0.26 0.25 

Accuracy 93.7% 94.8% 95.5% 96.0% 96.2% 97.9% 97.1% 98.6% 

 

V.  CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a hybrid learning machine is presented 

which is a novel synergism of statistical techniques 

(eigenface with fisherface method), genetic fuzzy 

distribution and complex neural classifier. The classifier 

is build with proposed hidden neurons ČTROIKA and 

output MLP neurons along with ČRPROP learning 

algorithm. A detailed comparative analysis has been 

carried out with ČMLP based classifiers as well as with 

real domain classifiers. The remarkable achievement of 

the proposed recognizer is its better recognition accuracy 

with speedy convergence and compact topology with 
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respect to hidden neurons. The proposed hybrid learning 

machine is robust for unauthorized cases but also 

stringent for authorized cases which has been 

demonstrated by performance evaluation at very low 

FAR and FRR presented in this paper. Eight variations of 

classifiers are compared on three benchmark face datasets. 

It has been examined from the results that the relative 

performance of classifiers never changes. As we shifted 

from real domain to complex domain, the performance is 

significantly improved with the proposed classifier 

although the computations increases with complex 

numbers. ČTROIKA and ŘTROIKA always perform 

better in all respects than ČMLP and ŘMLP respectively 

with the same learning algorithm. ČRPROP always 

perform better than ČBP in terms of convergence, 

learning cycles and  recognition rate which hold for real 

domain simultaneously. 

From extensive experiments and analysis it has been 

established that our learning machine is robust enough to 

recognize the human identity even with images possesses 

wide variations in poses, facial expressions and 

illumination conditions. Thus, it can perform efficiently 

in real environment. Finally, we wind up with the 

conclusion that the proposed learning machine is well-

organized recognition system where the novel neuron 

ČTROIKA with ČRPROP learning algorithm based 

classifier offers best recognition accuracy with speedy 

convergence and compact topology among other 

considered classifiers. 
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